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Link: the feedback that allows escaping ionizing radiation in low mass 
galaxies generates the stellar distribution observed today 

Link: the same feedback sets the distribution of  morphologies 
appearing at 1 < z < 3 



JWST will 
probe LF to  

z > 10

Mason, Trenti, & Treu (2015)

JWST will find 
galaxies at given 

z several 
magnitudes 

fainter than HST



Predictions for Probing the 
Faint End of the LF

Yung, Somerville, et al. (in prep)



This means we should be seeing the 
galaxies that reionized the Universe

Yung, Somerville, et al. (in prep)

…though 
maybe not as 
many as we 
might have 

hoped



But (we predict) there will 
be significant improvements

Anderson et al. (2016)



Also Predict 
we’re going to 
see more star 

formation

Anderson et al. (2016)

Pawlik et al. (2016)



Also predict:  
fesc varies with mass

Anderson et al. (2016)

Sharma et al. (2016)

…and vary 
with time?

…But in what way?



But we’ll rely on 
proxies to estimate 

Zackrisson et al. (2013)



Ionizing radiation 
thought to escape 
along “chimneys” 
created in the neutral 
gas by feedback.

HI Map

Anderson et al. (2016)

Stellar feedback alone 
is suggested to be 
sufficient to reionize 
and maintain



Low z: 
Same process that creates chimneys 

creates dark matter cores

Pontzen & Governato (2012)



In dwarfs, the stars that formed 
closest to the center are the 

furthest out at z=0

Mvir	=	4x1010	M¤

Munshi, Brooks, et al. (in prep)

Purple = oldest stars,  
Red = youngest stars
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Migration of stars tracks 
Changing DM Slope

Munshi, Brooks, et al. (in prep)



Dwarf Galaxies are generally  
young on the inside, old on the outside

Phoenix Dwarf
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Simulations reproduce 
observed trends with mass
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Munshi, Brooks, et al. (in prep)



Caveat Emptor:  
to trace the oldest stars, 

don’t look (Just) at the center!

See Dan Weisz’s talk on Thursday



MID-Z:  
FEEDBACK THAT CREATES REALISTIC DWARFS 

FAILS IN MILKY WAY-MASS GALAXIES



More feedback, 
please

FIRE

Keller+15

How to Match Everything, Including 
the High z Mstar-Mhalo Relation



Using the Full Range of  
Available Feedback

Supernovae — the go to since the dawn of  feedback, but massive 
stars don’t go SNe until ~4Myr after the star particle is born 

Stellar winds — momentum injection from winds of  massive stars 
(up to 1000 km/s) 

UV ionization — formation of  HII regions 

Radiation pressure — momentum injection from scattering off  
dust grains (highly debated)



Simulated MW-mass galaxies with realistic B/T show too much outer 
disk growth, not enough central mass growth compared to observations

Aumer et al. (2014), data from van Dokkum et al. (2013)

The Devil is in the Details



There may even be MORE 
Devil in the Details

Nelson et al. (2016)



Aumer et al. (2014), data from van Dokkum et al. (2013)

JWST Can Trace This To Higher z! 

And possibly avoid stacking at these z



JWST: Longer Wavelengths, 
better tracer of trust via sed

Nelson et al. (2016)



Conclusions
• High z: JWST will probe LFs to higher z and fainter.  

Predict will find (1) higher cosmic star formation rate, (2) 
steeper faint end slopes, (3) some fraction of  galaxies with 
escaping LyC 

• Low z: Dan Weisz will show us how to connect low z and 
high z star formation histories, but be careful to collect all 
the low z data (age gradients in resolved populations) 

• Mid z: Conundrum - strong feedback in simulations that 
can create realistic B/T ratios can’t match the observed 
evolution in bulge an disk stellar surface density. Situation is 
even worse if  central dust obscuration is real! JWST can 
provide more/better data, clarify the dust question.


